When designing liveness-enforcing Petri net supervisors, unlike other techniques, Li et al. added control places and arcs to a plant net model for its elementary siphons only, greatly reducing the structural complexity of the controlled system. Their method, however, suffers from the expensive computation of siphons. We propose a new T-characteristic vector z to compute strict minimal siphons (SMS) for S 3 PR (systems of simple sequential processes with resources) in an algebraic fashion. For a special subclass of S 3 PR, called S 4 PR (simple S 3 PR), we discover that elementary siphons can be constructed from elementary circuits where all places are resources. Thus, the set of elementary siphons can be computed without the knowledge of all SMS. We also propose to construct characteristic T-vectors h by building a graph to find dependent siphons without their computations.
INTRODUCTION
Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) often share resources such as machines, robots, fixtures, buffers and palletized and programmable material handling systems. An FMS offers a very promising approach to productivity increase through state-of-the-art manufacturing technology. Deadlock interrupts normal operation schedules significantly degrading the performance.
There are three approaches to deadlock controls: recovery, avoidance and prevention [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Recovery restores the system to a normal state so as to be able to finish the production. Avoidance determines possible system evolutions at each system state and chooses the correct ones to proceed. Prevention synthesizes or builds net models with desired properties such as deadlock-freeness or liveness using special rules [14, 15] , or it establishes the control policy in a static way [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] by building freely a Petri net (PN) model and adding necessary control places and related arcs to make it deadlock-free [8] [9] [10] [11] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Prevention is preferred to avoidance by carrying out the computation once and off-line. Without the need to do on-line analysis upon system changing states, it is essential when real time response time is critical since it runs much faster.
Ezpeleta et al. [10] proposed a class of PN called systems of simple sequential processes with resources (S 3 PR). They compute all minimal siphons with no traps (called strict minimal siphons) of the given model and find the maximum number of tokens at each idle state followed by a control policy of adding arcs and nodes with tokens. Most recent deadlock control approaches [8, 9, 11, 14 ] extend Ezpeleta's work.
Liveness can be enforced by adding a control place to each strict minimal siphon (SMS). The method is simple and guarantees a success, but suffers from adding too many control places and arcs, leading to a much more complex PN than the uncontrolled one. In fact, the same amount of places as that of SMS are added in the target net and further, much more arcs are generally added, particularly for large-scale PN.
Iterative control methods in [16] find all SMS and add control places in each iteration. Repeat it until there are no more new emptiable SMS. With so many SMS, it becomes difficult and complex even for a moderate-size model.
To control fewer SMS, Huang et al. [8, 11] employed the mixed integer programming (MIP) technique to find a maximal siphon under a given marking. From it, all possible emptiable SMS can be extracted [8] without finding all SMS. However, Li and zhou [18] proposed simpler Petri net controllers by adding control places to elementary siphons only (generally a much smaller set than that of SMS in large Petri nets). SMS can be divided into two groups: elementary and dependent; characteristic T-vectors of the latter are linear combinations of that of the former.
They added a control place for each elementary siphon without generating new SMS by the method developed in [10] , while controlling all other SMS (i.e. always marked) too. This leads to much fewer control places to be suitable for large-scale Petri nets.
However, their method has to compute all SMS; the number of them grows exponentially with that of places [19, 20] . Hence their algorithm takes exponential time in addition to the extra efforts (also exponential time) to extract elementary siphons from all SMS. We propose an algorithm to compute elementary siphons based on a new characteristic T-vector (Section 4) without the knowledge of all SMS.
Section 2 presents the preliminaries followed by Section 3 where we show that a siphon can be synthesized by constructing handles upon a circuit. Section 4 defines elementary, dependent siphons and characteristic T-vectors respectively. Sections 5 and 6 compute all elementary and dependent siphons respectively. Section 7 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we consider strongly connected nets only. DEFINITION 1. A Petri net is a 4-tuple PN ¼ (P, T, F, M 0 ) where P ¼ {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p a } is a set of places, T ¼ {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t b } a set of transitions, with P [ T 6 ¼˘and P \ T ¼˘, F: (P · T) [ (T · P) ! {0, 1, 2, . . .} is the flow relation and a marking of N is a mapping M: P ! IN, where IN ¼ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. The i-th component of M, M(p i ), represents the number of tokens in place p i under M. A node x in N ¼ (P, T, F) is either a p 2 P or a t 2 T. The postset of node x is x ¼ {y 2 P [ T j F(x, y) > 0}, and its preset x ¼ {y 2 P [ T j F(y, x) > 0}. The preset (postset) of a set is defined as the union of the presets (postsets) of its elements. A directed path G ¼ [n 1 n 2 Á Á Á n k ], k ! 1, is a graphical object containing a sequence of nodes and the single arc between each two successive nodes in the sequence.
). The incidence matrix of N is a matrix A: P · T ! Z indexed by P and T such that A(p, t) ¼ À1, if p 2 t\t; A(p, t) ¼ 1, if p 2 t\t; otherwise A(p, t) ¼ 0 for all p 2 P and t 2 T, where Z is the set of integers.
Ordinary Petri nets (OPN) are those for which F: All nets referred to in this paper will be OPN.
is a nonempty subset of places if D D (t t), i.e. every transition having an output (input) place in D(t) has an input (output) place in D(t). A minimal siphon does not contain a siphon as a proper subset. It is called a strict minimal siphon (SMS), denoted by S, if it does not contain a trap.
It is an I-subnet of N if T i ¼ P i . I S is the I-subnet (derived from (S, S)) of an SMS S. Note that S ¼ P(I S ); S is the set of places in I S .
We add bold texts for new terms to the following definitions [10] . Refer to [10] 
4) the two following statements are verified: 
resulting from the composition of N 1 and N 2 via P C defined as follows:
An elementary resource circuit is both a resource and an elementary circuit.
The S
3 PR example in Figure 1 [18] consists of three robots (R1, R2, R3) and four machines (M1-M4).
SYNTHESIS OF SMS
We construct an SMS based on the concept of handles. Roughly speaking, a 'handle' is an alternate disjoint path between two nodes. A PT-handle starts with a place and ends with a transition while a TP-handle starts with a transition and ends with a place.
is an XY-handle where X and Y can be T or P. X is T (P) if n s 2 T (n s 2 P). Y is T (P) if n e 2 T (n e 2 P). H 1 is a resource handle if all places in H 1 are resource places. The handle H to a subnet N 0 (similar to the handle of a tea pot) is an elementary directed path from n s in N 0 to another node n e in N 0 ; any other node in H is not in N 0 . H is said to be a handle in N 0 [ H which denotes the union of graphical objects N 0 and H.
In Figure 1 from the siphon while other places still form a siphon violating the fact that it is minimal. ( ) There is a circuit c in N 0 since it is strongly connected by (1) .
. It is minimal since if we remove a p in any TP-or PP-handle, then it is not a siphon. (3) ( ! ) Assume contrarily that there are no nonvirtual PT-handles to N 0 . 8p 2 P(N 0 ), 8t 2 P(N 0 ), it is in I S and 9p 0 2 P(N 0 ), t 2 p 0 . We have P(N 0 ) ¼ P(N 0 ), and P(N 0 ) is a trap-contradiction. ( ) Assume contrarily that P(N 0 ) contains a trap and is not an SMS whose I-subnet must include N 00 . Let t be the output transition of n s of the nonvirtual PT-handle. We have t 2 P(N 00 ), t = 2 P(N 00 ); hence, P(N 00 ) cannot be a trap and EXAMPLE. In Figure 1 Note that if there were PP-, TP-and virtual PT-handles to N 0 , i.e. N 0 was not maximal, then S would not be a siphon. If I S contains only one resource place r, it cannot be strict since r(r) (e.g. r(p 26 ) ¼ {p 26 , p 18 , p 13 }) is both a trap and a siphon [10] .
Also the synthesized siphon may not be minimal since part of the c b or handles may become a TT-handle. In Figure 1 Figure 1 .
There may be PP-handles to a c b which are also resource paths resulting in a new c b . We do not have to consider TPhandles of resource paths for a different reason-they simply do not exist. Proof. Assume contrarily that the n s (n e ) of H (recall Definition 9) has two output (input) resource places against the fact that any state place can use and release only one resource. & COROLLARY 1. The resource subnet (Definition 8) of any I S in an S 3 PR is a state machine (SM).
Proof. Lemma 3 indicates that all resource handles to a c b must be PP-handles. The c b plus these PP-handles is an SM. & Upon a strongly connected resource subnet N 0 , we can add nonresource TP-and PP-handles to form an I S . Since r(r) is a siphon for each r 2 N 0 , so is the union d of all such r(r). Deleting nonvirtual PT-and TT-handles from d forms the I S . The rest are PP-or TP-handles which are parts of circuits of some I(r(r)). Note that each circuit of an I(r(r)) contains exactly one state place.
Let R be the set of their resource places in the net N, T u ¼ R \ R and N u the net generated by R and T u . To find all SMS, we have to locate all possible N 0 as in algorithm 1. 
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To the best of our knowledge, no efficient algorithms exist to find all sub-SCC (future work). Since the number of sub-SCC is exponential to the size of the net, the time complexity is at least exponential. Hence we will consider the simple case where c b1 \ c b2 ¼ {r}, r 2 R, whenever a dependent siphon can be constructed from c b1 [ c b2 for any pair of c b1 and c b2 .
Note that if two different y 1 , y 2 have the same set of resource places, i.e. R(y 1 ) ¼ R(y 2 ), then they will synthesize the same SMS. Note that if either R b1 R b2 or R b2 R b1 holds, then c b1 [ c b2 ¼ c b2 or c b1 , and c b1 [ c b2 results in no new SMS. The net in Figure 1 is an S 4 PR, where R b1 R b4 , R b10 R b4 , R b16 R b4 and R b18 R b17 . Also for the rest, if c b1 \ c b2 6 ¼F, we have
We will show in Theorem 3 that for an S 4 PR the sets of elementary siphons and basic siphons are identical. Thus, we only need to find the c b for elementary (also basic) siphons. Since all places in a c b are resources, we can remove all state places and their incident arcs in N and apply well-known algorithms [24] to search elementary directed circuits. We will present a method to construct a characteristic T-vector followed by an algorithm to construct a basic siphon given a c b .
In the worst case of densely connected resource subnets, any subset of more than one resource place contributes to a basic siphon. Thus, the total number of basic siphons equals
and C(k, h) means the number of ways to select h items out of k items with no distinction. For real FMS applications, however, it is loosely connected, and the total number of basic siphons is a polynomial with respect to jRj. Since it takes O(jFj+jTj+jRj) time [25] to find a circuit, the total time to find all basic siphons is polynomial.
Further, the constraint for S 4 PR limits the number of eligible c b to be a polynomial with respect to O(jFj+jTj+jRj) if 8c b1 2 C B , c b2 2 C B , neither R b1 R b2 nor R b2 R b1 holds. This is because, to be exponential, at least one arc or directed path must be shared by more than one c b -in contradiction to the definition of S 4 PR. On the other hand, if it is possible that either R b1 R b2 or R b2 R b1 holds, then in the worst case, there are
. Thus, the total number of basic siphons remains to be exponential in the worst case.
For large nets, computing a basic siphon may not be easy. The concept of characteristic T-vector will be presented in the next section to compute basic siphons in an algebraic way.
ELEMENTARY SIPHONS AND CHARACTERISTIC T-VECTORS
This section defines elementary, dependent siphons and characteristic T-vectors respectively. DEFINITION 12. [18] . Let W P be a subset of places of N. Note that for the net in Figure 1 , each h has 20 components, which is too long. Instead, we ignore all zero components, and if h(t x ) ¼ 1 (h(t x ) ¼ À1), we replace 1 (À1) with +t x (Àt x ).
Physically, the sets where h > 0, h ¼ 0 and h < 0 are the sets of transitions whose firings increase, maintain and decrease the number of tokens in W respectively. DEFINITION 14. [18] . (S 0 2 P (the set of all S), if @S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n 2 P (8i 2 {1,2, . . . , n}, S 0 6 ¼ S i ) such that h 0 ¼ a 1 Ã h 1 + a 2 Ã h 2 + Á Á Á + a n Ã h n holds, where a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n 2 a, the set of all real numbers, then S 0 is called an elementary siphon of net N. P E denotes the set of all S 0 . DEFINITION 15. [25] . Let S 0 2 P\P E be a siphon in a net N and S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n be its elementary siphons. S 0 is called a dependent siphon with respect to S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n , and if h 0 ¼ a 1 Ã h 1 + a 2 Ã h 2 + Á Á Á + a n Ã h n holds, where a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n 2 a, the set of all real numbers. h 0 is said to touch h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h n . S 0 is called a strongly dependent siphon [25] if 8i 2 {1, 2, . . . , n}, a i > 0. S 0 is called a weakly dependent siphon if 9i, j 2 {1, 2, . . . , n}, a i > 0 and a j < 0.
Li and zhou [18] proposed to find elementary siphons based on all SMS. First, they construct the characteristic
P(T)-vector matrix [l] ([h]) of the siphons in N followed by finding linearly independent vectors in [l] ([h]). Note that
(1) Find all strongly connected components (SCC) N 00 in N u in linear time using the algorithm by Tarjan [ 
Finally, the siphons corresponding to these independent vectors are the elementary siphons in the net system. But they have to look for all SMS. We find elementary siphons without the knowledge of all SMS. Tables 1 and 2 show all the elementary and dependent siphons and their h for the net in Figure 1 respectively. Similarly, we propose z R based on the set of resource places in S. DEFINITION 16. Let R P be a subset of resource places of N and l R the characteristic P-vector of R. z R is called the characteristic T-vector for R, if
Physically, the sets where z R > 0, z R ¼ 0 and z R < 0 are the sets of transitions whose firings increase, maintain and decrease the number of tokens in R respectively. Note that z R is a linear sum of all z r as in the following lemma.
where R is the set of all resource places in a resource subnet of an S 3 PR.
Proof. It holds by Definition
The rest are in Table 3 .
Thus, it is easy to compute z for elementary siphons. But we need to compute SMS from z and the computed SMS may not be minimal, the condition of which is unclear. We also need to find dependent siphons from elementary siphons.
We observe that the number of basic siphon circuits is six, the same as that of elementary siphons. Actually we can construct the same set of elementary siphons from these circuits (Theorem 3). The next section will present the algorithm to compute elementary siphons.
ALGORITHM OF COMPUTATION OF ELEMENTARY SIPHONS
The algorithm is based on Lemma 4. Just as the h for a dependent SMS is a linear combination of that of some elementary siphons, so is z R of z r of resource places in the circuit. The following lemma helps to understand Lemmas 7 and 8.
LEMMA 5. Let P b ¼ P(c b ) be the set of places in c b , z the characteristic T-vector of the basic siphon and
Proof. There is at most one input (output) place, say r (r 0 ), of t in P b due to the fact that any state place can use and release only one resource. Four possibilities for t 2 T: (a) exactly one input (output) place, (b) zero input and one output place, (c) one input and zero output place and (d) no input (output) 
Hence p is a state place. Let p 2 r(r) where r 2 P b and t 0 2 r(r) \ p.
Hence p is a state place. Let p 2 r(r), r 2 P b and t 0 2 r(r) \ p.
Similarly, we have the relationship between handles to a c b and the nonzero components of h in the following lemma: LEMMA 7. Let H be a handle to c b and t 2 H.
Hence p is a state place. Let p 2 r(r), r 2 P b . If H is a PP-handle, h(t) ¼ 0. The firing of t removes tokens from S, but they will return to S by firing t 0 2 r(r) \ p. Hence, H must be a PT-handle; the firing of t decreases the number of tokens in S. (2) If h(t) ¼ 1, then t 2 P b . 8p 2 t, p = 2 P b . Hence p is a state place. If H is a PP-handle, h(t) ¼ 0. The firing of t increases tokens in S, but they will leave S by firing t 0 2 r(r) \ p. Hence, H must be a TP-handle; the firing of t increases the number of tokens in S. &
Proof. It follows from the proof of . & Upon the detection of an elementary circuit, we can construct a siphon based on Lemmas 4-6: the computed S may not be minimal if it contains a r(r) to be detected by the following lemma.
(1) S ¼ P(I) where I is the I-subnet built using the handle-construction procedure.
(2) S is minimal iff :(8p 2 r\R (p is a state place), 9t 0 , t 00 , z(t 0 ) ¼ 1, z(t 00 ) ¼ 0, t 0 , t 00 2 p (i.e. 9 a virtual PT-handle in I)).
Proof. (1) It follows from Lemma 6. (2) As shown in [10] , any minimal siphon in N i is a r(r)
We now have Although Algorithm 2 computes elementary siphons, it can also compute dependent siphons if we replace the c b in the algorithm by a resource subnet.
Step 1 first sets S to be the set of all resource places in c b taking O(jRj) time. Then it computes z R in Step 2. Because a holder can be used by only one resource place (constraints in Definitions 7.3 and 7.4.a), Step 2 takes O(jPj+jRj) time.
Step 3 tests to see if it is minimal. It takes O(jPj+jRj) time to detect r(r). Hence the time complexity for Step 3 is also O(jPj+jRj). The rest of S are in TP-or PP-handles (Step 4) as in Lemma 6.
Step 4 takes O(jRj) time owing to the constraints in Definitions 7.3 and 7.4.a.
We will show in the next section that the set of elementary siphons equals that of basic siphons (Theorem 3) and the characteristic T-vectors for dependent siphons can be constructed by building a graph without their computations. Algorithm 2 helps to compute elementary siphons from c b .
The following theorem is helpful to prove Theorem 3. THEOREM 1. For every sub-SCC N Ã made of c b1 and c b2 in an S 4 PR (defined earlier) corresponding to an SMS S Ã ,
where r 2 R and h Ã is the h value for S Ã .
Proof. First, we explore the conditions under which h Ã ¼ h 1 + h 2 holds for all possible cases where c b1 \ c b2 6 ¼ F. Let q 1 (q 2 ) be the set of transitions in all nonresource PP-, TP-,
00 2 p, the SMS if computed, will not be minimal; break and exit.
PT-and TT-handles to c b1 (c b2 ).
where T 1 is the set of transitions neither in q 1 nor in q 2 , T 2 that in q 1 \q 2 , T 3 that in q 2 \q 1 and Table 4 . Column 6 't 2 H . H unchanged in the union' means if t is in H, H is a (same type) handle to both c b and their union. H cannot be, say, PP-handle to c b1 , but a different type, say TP-handle, to c b2 or c b1 [ c b2 . This is the reason that if any entry in Column 6 is yes (Cases 1-5 
t is either in N 0 or on a handle H to N 0 , where I 1 (I 2 ) is the I-subnet of the SMS built on c b1 (c b2 ).
The values for the rest entries are 'no' (Cases 6-10) and come from the fact that part of a TP-(or PT-) handle may become a TT-handle and part of a PP-handle may become a TP-(or TT-) handle.
Note that if h 1 + h 2 6 ¼ h Ã , then the SMS for c b1 [ c b2 is elementary, but not a basic siphon.
For Cases 1-5, h 1 + h 2 ¼ h Ã holds for only Cases 3-5 where
, it must be on a TT-handle corresponding to entry '0 tt ' in the table. In order to be on a TT-handle, t 0 2 t \ N 0 (N 0 defined earlier in this lemma) must be on the same subprocess (Definition 6) as t. This implies that the R (e.g. R ¼ {R2, M3, R4}) of N Ã must extend between two adjacent WP such as WP 12 and WP 3 in Figure 1 .
However, at the terminal r nodes of N 0 where part of a TP-(and PT-) handle becomes a TT-handle, Cases 11 and 12 apply and h 1 + h 2 6 ¼ h Ã . Such a problem will not occur iff c b1 \ c b2 ¼ {r}. That is it must be an S 4 PR where Cases 1, 2, 4 and 5 cannot happen either. Thus, if
For every sub-SCC N Ã made of N 1 and N 2 in an S 4 PR (defined earlier) corresponding to an SMS 
COMPUTATION OF DEPENDENT SIPHONS OF S 4 PR
Recall that each SMS can be constructed from a sub-SCC. After locating all c b , we may condense the resource subnet N u by building a graph with a set of nodes and edges ( Figure 2) . Each node represents a c b or a dummy node (e.g. root). Output nodes (e.g. for S 18 , S 17 , S 10 , S 16 and S 4 ) of a dummy node (root) represent those c b sharing the same set of resource places ({p 21 }). There is a dashed and directed arc from n h to n k to indicate R bh ' R bk (Rule 4 in Definition 16) implying the constraint that h h and h k never appear together in (or touched by) any h. The problem then is equivalent to finding all connected components in the graph while observing the constraint and others mentioned later. For instance, path n 10 -root-n 16 in Figure 2 is a connected component and indicates a dependent siphon whose h ¼ h 10 + h 16 .
DEFINITION 17. A c b -graphĜ G is a graph built using the following rules: (1) any node is either a dummy node or a node n i for c bi ; (2) 8c bi , there is a unique n i 2Ĝ G; (3) 8 (c bi , c bj ), R bi \ R bj 6 ¼ F and neither R b1 R b2 nor R b2 R b1 , there is a solid edge between n i and n j , (4) if R bi ' R bj , the edge between 
. . k} then add a dashed edge between n 1 and n k .
Condition 6 is to avoid generating a dependent siphon which actually is a basic siphon. We call such a generation nonunique:
We construct a dependent siphon using Theorem 2 based on the following: DEFINITION 18. An SMS S is said to be generated by c b1 , c b2 , . . . , c bk if S is created by the handle-construction process upon a strongly connected resource subnet containing c b1 , c b2 , . . . , c bk . It is called a unique generation if (1) no proper subset of c b1 , c b2 , . . . , c bk generates the same S and (2) S is not a basic siphon.
Counter examples: (1) the union of the set of resource places in the c b for S 1 , S 10 , S 16 equals that for S 4 ; i.e. R b1 [ R b10 [ R b16 ¼ R b4 . The union of these c b generates S 4 -neither new nor dependent and is not a unique generation. In column 3 of Table 2 , S 18 (one of S 1 , S 10 and S 16 ) and S 17 (S 4 ) never appear together. To avoid such, we create a dashed edge between n 18 (one of n 1 , n 10 and n 16 ) and n 17 (n 4 ) to forbid it. In the graph, a path (n 10 -root-n 16 -n 1 ) covers the three nodes for S 1 , S 10 , S 16 and would normally create a new dependent siphon. To avoid such, we create a dashed edge between n 1 and n 10 to forbid it.
Further, a circuit with all edges solid may not exist in the graph. Otherwise, a new c b and hence S can be formed from the set of resources in the circuit and hence it is not a unique generation. Thus, combinations of c b on the circuit should be avoided. We may break the circuit by making one edge dashed (found by locating a tree from the solid subgraph). In any case, the presence of a dashed edge forbids the associated combination.
THEOREM 2. For an S
4 PR (defined earlier), the unique generation by c b1 , c b2 , . . . , c bk creates a strongly dependent siphon S Ã and h
Proof: Prove by induction. We first prove the case for k ¼ 2. By Theorem 1, h Ã ¼ h 1 +h 2 . Now assume it holds for n ¼ k À 1. Replace c b1 by c bk and c b2 by c bi , i 2 {1, 2, . . . k À 1} in the proof of Theorem 1 (i.e. n k is an output node of n i ), we again have h Ã ¼ h kÀ1Ã + h k ¼ h 1 + h 2 + Á Á Á +h k . It holds for n ¼ k because for each case in the proof of Theorem 1, exactly two c b (c bk and c bi ) are involved due to the constraint that every state place can use and release exactly one resource. Otherwise, if n k is an output node of another n j , j 2 {1, 2, . . . k -1} and j 6 ¼ i, then a circuit with all edges solid exists containing n i , n j , n k in the graph-forbidden.
It is strongly dependent since all the coefficients in the expression for h Ã are positive (see Definition 15) . & Starting from the root, perform a breadth-first search. Each time we reach a new node n d from n c , we create a new h ¼ h v + h d for each h v in list l c which includes all h touching (Definition 14) h c . In the case of a dashed edge between n d and a traced node n t , delete all creations where h v touches both h c and h t corresponding to a path from n t to n c .
The above method generates all dependent siphons based on the idea that any dependent siphon corresponds to a sub-SCC made of multiple interconnected c b in the resource subnet (see Algorithm 1). The above method constructs a graph where each c b corresponds to a node and each connected component m (with no dashed arcs between nodes in m) in the graph corresponds to a sub-SCC and a dependent siphon. Conversely, each sub-SCC made of multiple interconnected c b corresponds to a m. Thus, it generates all dependent siphons since each of them can be computed using Algorithm 2 from the corresponding sub-SCC.
Note that in the worst case, the number b of dependent siphons is O (2 h ), where h is the number of nodes or basic siphons in the above graph. If h is O(log 2 jRj f ) (f is a constant), then b ¼ O(jRj f ) is polynomial. And the above method takes a polynomial time (unlike other methods) with respect to the size of the resource subnet.
Finally, we have the following important result. Proof. The set of all basic siphons plus those constructed from multiple interconnected c b form the set of all SMS. First, we show that any basic siphon is an elementary one. Suppose the h for any basic siphon can be a linear sum of those of other basic siphons, i.e. h is dependent. This implies the SMS constructed from a c b equals that from a number of other c b -contradiction. Next, we show that any elementary siphon S is a basic one. Assume contrarily that S corresponds to a sub-SCC made of multiple c b , by Theorem 2, S is dependent-contradiction. &
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an algebraic approach to compute SMS by computing the new characteristic T-vector z for a c b as a linear sum of z r , r 2 c b . For S 4 PR, a special subclass of S 3 PR, the sets of elementary and basic siphons are identical and can be computed without the knowledge of all SMS. An elementary siphon includes all resource places in the circuit plus all input state places of transitions with positive components in z. We have also proposed to build a graph to construct characteristic T-vectors h for all dependent siphons without their computations.
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Because only one resource is used in each job stage and the processes are modeled using state machines in S 3 PR, its modeling power is limited. It cannot model iteration statements (loop) in each sequential process (SP) and the relationships of synchronization and communication among SP. At any state of a process, it cannot use multi-sets of resources. Future work will extend the technique to more complex nets than S 3 PR and S 4 PR.
